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Almraet 
Parallel algorithms for recognizing and representing terval orders are proposed for differ. 
ent models of parallel random access machines (PRAM). The algorithms accept as input 
a transitively~losed directed graph with N nodes and M edges. They run in time O0og N) with 
O(N + M~ processors and O{N + M} space and in co,tam time with O(N z) proces~rs and 
O{N ~) space depending onthe data structure and the PRAM model used. Optimal probabiliP 
tic algorithms for PRAM are also presented aswell as algorithms for dis!ributed.memory 
machines. 
!. imroduetien 
An important problem in the algorithmic study of discrete structures i that of 
developing efficient recognition algorithms for particular classes. Another important 
problem is that of finding efficient methods of representing the objects in the classes, 
so that basic operations can be executed rapidly. In the case of ordered structures, 
these problems have been studied in depth by, for example, Golumbic [11], Mfhring 
[14], Habib and Jegou [12], Pnuelli et al. [17], Spinrad [19], Spinrad and Valdes 
[20], Syslo [21] and Valdes et al. [22]. Many different classes of orders have been 
analyzed both from a theoretical point of view. and also with specific applications in
mind. Almost all of the algorithms which have been developed, however, are sequen- 
tial algorithms. We are interested indeveloping parallel algorithms to complement the 
existing sequential gorithms. In this paper we focus on interval orders~ 
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interwal orders a~ used to model the disjoint and overlapping ,¢tructure of a set of 
int~als  of the, ~1 line, They have many application~ including modeling one 
relations in measurement theory, existence of species in palcontolo~, consecutive 
re t~ l~ V~l  ~atlnel routing~ and scheduling incomputer science, They have been 
extensively studied, among others, by Bogart [3]. Fishburn [6-8], M~hring [14], and 
The first e l i c i t  sequential recognition algorithm was developed by Papadimitriou 
and Yannakakis [16] in the context of ~heduling, Given a transitively-closed, 
di~o~ed acyclic l~aph (i.e. an order) with N' nodes and M edges as input, th~ algorithm 
determines whether the partial order is an interval order. The algorithm is presented 
in [14] so that. when the graph is an interval order, it returns acorresponding interval 
tepa~:ntation. The algorithm stores the graph using an adjacency-matrix data 
stre~,ture, and also assumes that the outdegrees of the nodes are known, This 
sequential gorithm has linear time complexity inthe number of nodes and edges (i.e. 
O(N + ,M) time) and quadratic space complexity in the number of nodes (i.e. O(g rz) 
space). 
In the pasL interval order ecognition algorithms have been proposed by Baldy and 
Morvan Eli, by Gabow [9] and Gartn: [10], These algorithms are improvements on
the algorithm of [16] in two respects, First, they use linear time and linear space in the 
number of nodes and edges. Second, they accept as input arty directed acyclic graph 
- not necessarily transitively-closed - and determine whether the transitive closure of 
the graph is an interval order. Instead of using an adjacency matrix data structure, 
these algorithms explicitly store the edges as couples. 
Here, ~ propose parallel algorithms for recognizing interval orders, and parallel 
algorithms for determining interval representations. 
Section 2 introduces the basic definitions and properties of intervp.I orders, which 
we ~ill exploit in our interval recognition algorithms. In~ction 3 we propose PRAM 
parallel interva! recognition algorithms including probabilistieally optimal algorithm 
and a constant time algorithm (under different hypotheses), In Section 4 we propose 
PRAM parallel algorithms for constructing interval representations, also including 
a probabilistically optimal algorithm and a constant time algorithm, We present 
parallel recognition and representation algorithms for distributed memory machines 
in ~cl~on 5. 
2. Defmltiem and ~k,s  of interval o~ers 
Every directed acyclic graph G --- ( V, E) defines apartial order by making use of the 
transitire clo~we of G. The transitive closure of graph G = (V,E) is the graph 
G,c = (g, E,~) where 
(u ,v )e~ ~ there exists a path from vertex u to vertex v in G. 





Fig. I. "Die s|meture r ferred to in ~eorem 1.2, Paflial order P is an interval order if and only flit contains 
no suborder isomorphic to IBis structure, 
Then G = (V,E) represents partial order P = (/f, <e) if and only if 
u <ev ~, (u,v)~E,~. 
We intr.'~duce the following notation for partial orders and dircctod acyclic graphs: 
If uE V then Succiu) = {v ¢ Vl{u,v)¢E} and TrSucc{u)= {v ~ Vl(u,v)~Etf}. Fur- 
thermore, Pred(u) ~. {v ¢ V l(v, u) ¢ E } and TrPred(u) -- { v ~ Vl(v, u) ¢ E,, } (in the case 
of ordere~ sets, Succ(u) -~ TrSucc(u) and Pred(u) ~- TrPred(u)). An antichain of par- 
tial order P -- (V, < ~) is a subset of V such that the elements are pairwise incompar~ 
able. We denote A (P) the set of antichains of P and MA (P) set of maximal antichains 
of P. 
A topological sort of G .~ (V, E) is a total ordering of nodes uo, u j, ..., uN~ j ¢ V such 
that if i < j then ui¢ TrSuec(us). We let d" (u~) and d+ (ui) represent, respectively, the 
in-degree of node u~ and out.degree of node ul. Clearly, d + (uj) -~ ISucc(ui)l and 
d'(ui) = IPred(ui)[. Finally, .0re let N represent the number of nodes of G, and let 
M represent the number of edges of G. 
Let P = ( V, < ~,) be a partial order and let J be a set of intervals on the real line. 
A partial order P is an interval order if and only if we can associate ach element v~ V 
to an interval I~ c .~ so that 
u <pv  ~ Vx ¢ I, Vy¢ l~,x<y.  
That is, u < rv if and only if interval I, is entirely to the left of interval e on the real 
line. 
Theorem 1 (Bogart [3], Fishburn [6] and M6hring [14]). Let P = (F', <r)  be 
a partial order. The following statements are equivalent:. 
1. P is an interval order. 
2. P does not contain four elements u,v, w, and t such that u < rv and w < p t, hut u ¢rt 
and w ~pv [see Fig. 1]. 
3. The successors can be linearly ordered with respect o inclusion. That is, Yu, v~ V 
Succ(u) =_ Succ(v) or Succ(v) =_ Succ(u). 
4. The predecessors can be linearly ordered with respect o inclusion, That is, Vu, v¢ V 
Pred(u) ~ Pred(v) or Pred(v) =_ Pred{u). 
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5. The mxima/anticha~ of P can be l i~ady ~'dered, so thin for each ~ertex v ¢ it, the 
maximal antichai~ containing v ~¢cur sin~,dtaneously. 
The al~dthm of [16] indirectly us¢~ statement~ 3 and 5 as its bases. The algorithm 
of [I], on tt~e other hand, uses t~he following theorem. 
Thmcem 2 (Baldy and Morvan [I]). Let u, eMin(G) such that IMtn(G-  
Min(G)) r~ Succ(u.)l is maximal orer Mtn~.G). Then G~ is aa interval order if and only if 
t M in i ( ;  - Min(G)) r~ $,c,~(u~)l .=IMin(G - Min(G))I and G.  - u~ is an intervalorder. 
Our parallel recognition algorithms ate based on :he following two propositions. 
P m ~  !. Let G,~(V,E) be a transitively~'losed acyclic graph. Let 
Uo, u ,,..., us - ,  be an ordering of vert ices of G such z hat d + ( ul ) >~ d + ( u ~ )for i < ). Then 
t~s ordering t~ a to~looicat sort of the nodes. (See Fig, 2.) 
2. Let G = (~ £)be a transit~vely.c~..d Oraph. Let uo,ui, . - ,  us-t  be the 
list of elements of V in topolovical ordce, so that: f÷ ~'~) >~ d + (uj) for i < A Then G is an 
interral order if and only if Succ(ui÷ t) ¢_ Succ(utj for 0 ~ i < N - 1. 
3.I. Data-struclure independent algorithm 
in the following we pre~-~,nt three parallel algorithms fo~ interval order ecognition, 
The first algorithm ¢mplo.~s the exclusive-read exclusive.write (EREW) PRAM, where 
only one processor at a time can read from or write to a memory location. It runs in 
O0og N) time with O(log N) processors and O (M + N ) space. The second and third 
algoritimls employ the griority concurrent-read concurrent.write (Friority.CRCW) 
PRAM. In this model, the processors are numbered, and write conflicts are resolved 
by having the .processor with the smallest index write its value. The second algorithm 
is probabilistically optimal It runs in expected time O(logN) with O((N + M)/Iog N) 
processors and O(N 2) space. [Note that only O(N + M) of the space will be 
initialized.] The third algorithm runs in constant time with O(N ~) processors and 
O(N z) space. 
All the parallel recognition algox~thms we propose are based on the following 
data-stmctme independent algorithm: 
Algorithm I Onterval order t~ognition) 
Input: A transitively clo~¢~d graph (;, 
Output: True if G is an interval order and false if not. 
Step 1: Determine a topological order Uo~t . . . .  ,us- t such that d + (ut+ t) ~ d ÷ (us). 
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Fig. 2. For the sake of pre~mtatton, we use the above diagrams to represent transitively.~|ost.d difegtcd 
agyafi¢ graphs, Ed~tul,uj) isin the graph if and only if there xists an always ascending path from uj to u~, 
(a) A diagram of a ditched ecycli¢ graph. (b) The nodes of the graph represented in lagram.~ are rdabeled 
so that the orderit~g uo,ut ..... ue respects Proposition I and is therefore a topological so~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I (0;~) [ (e*~}"l (t,~) | (~,'4) |1(0;~ -) I OiS) I (2;~) I (a,~) I (4;~) I (e,s) I (t,e)I.i.(2'19~ I (:,a[[(4,~) I 
Fig` 3. Edge.array structure for the graph represented in Fig. 2b. The edges am sorted first by ascending 
second component and then second first component. This data structure isused by Algorithms 2-~. Note 
that he graph represented in Fig. 2(b) is an intorv~,l order, since, for every edge (u~, ujl in the edgg array. 
when I ~e O, the edge {uJ- t,us) is stored previously~ 
Step 2: If Suce(u~. t) ~ Suec(u~) for 0 ~< i < N - 1, then G is an interval order, else 
G is not an interval order. 
Theorem 3. Algorithm ! determines whether a transitively~closed graph G i~ an inlerval 
order. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Propositions t and 2. [3 
3.2. An O(IogN) algorithm 
The first parallel interval order recognition algorithm we propose, uses an edge- 
array data structure, where the edges are expficitly stored as coupl~ ~n an array. Let 
uo, u j , . . . ,  uN~ j be the nodes of graph G -~ (V, E), and let EA denote the edge array 
used, We choose to relabel each node u~ by ut where k is u/s position in the topological 
so't defined in Proposition 1. After relabeling, nodes uo, ut, ..., us - t are in topological 
order, Note that, because we are storing the edges explicitly, if the out-degrees are not 
supplied, it is easy to calculate them in O(iog N) time using, for example, a sorting and 
a parallel prefix computation, noted partial ~um in the remaining of this l~r .  
During the algorithm, we will store the edges with the following inversed lexicographi- 
cal order (see Fig. 3): 
~either j < ! 
(u~, us) < (u~,ut) ~=, L °r  ] -- I and i < k. (1) 
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Note that for every edge (u,, u~) in the edge array, when i ~ O, the edge (ue. t, u 1) is 
stored previously. 
Algorithm 2is based on the following characterization theorem that can be proved 
eauly, 
4. Let G be a trmtsitive acyclle graph with Uo,Ut,.,.,u.-t as list of vertices 
roeoloaic¢ly soneC ~coraiae to r~oeose.on I. ~t  EA b~ the edge array represmtng 
6 sorfed according to Eq~ (t) f is an interval order g and only if 
Vi ~0 £A [/] ,= (u~, u,)() ~0)  =~ EA[t.- l]=~(uj.l,ut)and 
~A [0] = (uo. v). (2) 
In the following algorithm whenever a soiling procedure isnecessary,, we will use 
the Cole Parallel Merge Sort [4]. The Cole Parallel Merge Sort can sort N numbers in 
time O0ogN) with O(N) processors on EREW PRAM, 
Our algorithm is as follows: 
2. (Edge-array implementation) 
In/m~. A Wansitively-closed graph G ~-,presented in edge~array form. 
Out/mr. Returns tree if G is an interval order and false if not. 
{Implementation f step I of Algorithm 1} 
1 Sort the nodes by descending outdegree using the Cole Parallel Merge Sort. 
Let uo,ul .... ,us-t  be the nodes in topological order. 
2 Sort the edges of array EA according to Eq. (1) using the Cole Parallel Merge Sort 
{Implementation f step 2 of Algorithm 1} 
3 Ferall0 ~< i<Mdotnpamlle l  
Let (uj, u,) be the edge represented in array position £A[i]. 
4 If i  =0 then 
$ I f j~  0 then 
6 Return Value [i] ,,~ true 
7 Eke 
8 Remm Value [~ ~ false 
9 Elsei f j~Othen 
10 If (u i_ 1, ut ) is in array position EA [i - 1 ] then 
I 1 Return Value [~ ~ tree 
12 Else 
13 Return Va!ue[~  false 
14 Return A~o Return Value [.~ 
• Algorithm 2 determines whether graph G is an interval order. It runs 
on ERF, W PRAM in O(logN) time using O(N + M) processors and O(N + M) 
space. 
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Proof, We prove that Algorithm 2 is equivalent to Algorithm 1. St~p I of Alg~rithm 
2 computes a topological orderin~ and therefore, xecute step t of Algorithm L That 
steps 3-14 of Algorithm 2 execute step 2 of Algorithm t follows directly from the 
definition of edge arrays and from the ordering introduced mEq, (1), All sorts and the 
conjunction i step 14 can run in O(logN) time usin$ O(N + M) processors. 
3.3 A probabilislieally opffmal algorithm 
In:this ~ ion  we propose an optimal randomized al$cxithm. Our algorithm runs 
on priority PRAM CRCW with an ex i ted  time O{logN) w;mg O((N + M)/IogN) 
processot~ and O(N 2 IogN) space, How b this possible? Notice that we ate not 
sorting arbitravj real rtumbers; we are sorting integers between 0 and N~ We rely on 
the following theorem. 
6 (Rajasekaran d Reib [18]), It is possible to sort N numbers in the range 
[1, N 0oBN) °m] in O(IogN) expected time ~r~g O((N + M)/IogN) priority CRCW 
PRAM processors 
The algorithm of [18] allows us to son the node~ by decreasing out-degree with 
fewer proces~rs, However, we cannot ort the edge~ according to Eq. (I) using Lhis 
method, because sorting the edges is equivalent to sorting M numbers between 0 and 
N 2 - I. We simultaneously use art edge-array data ~ructnre and modification of an 
adjacency.matrix data structure defined as follows: 
U . . . . . .  fk if (u~, uj) is stored in position k of EA, 
UJL~J = ~oninitialized otherwise, May contain any value. 
Thus, only M elements of U will be initialized, Now to test in comtant tim~ whether 
an edge (ui, uj) is in G0 we check whether £A[U[i][]]] ,~ (u~,aj) (see Fig. 4), Note 
that U is not a boolean matrix; each matrix element stores integers ranging from 0 to 
M. There, each matrix element can have size logN; U thus uses O(N~logN) space. 
The algorithm is as follow¢ 
Algorithm 3(Interval order reco~ition) 
Input: A transitivdy-closed graph O represented in edge-array form. 
Output: Returns true if G is an interval order and false if not. 
{Implementation of step I of Algorithm 1} 
I Sort the nodes by descending otttdeggee using the sort of [18]. 
Let uo,ut, ..,,us-t be the nodes in t~logical  order. 
2 For all 0 ~< i< M doon M/logN Wocessemwetk i~~ 
Let (uj,u~) be the edge t~presented in array position EA [~. 
3 Ur./]fk] ~- 
{Implementation f step 2 of Algorithm i} 
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Fi~ 4. A coding of the graph ~ted  t. Fig, 2(¢~k The uainitiali~ spacr.s ofthe array are indicated 
with a daslh and may ¢ent~ arty dat& This data gt~um is reed by Alsorithm 3, becau~ itallows u~ to 
delecmha~in t  lime whe!he¢ an ~ is  in the graph without havinlg to initialize the Crlti~ matrix. To 
verify that edF (m~. u,) is in the graph in constant lime, we notice that ? is stored in position U [2] [4] and 
then that (2.4) is s~red in position ? erthe adjac¢~ array. 
4 Fer all 0< i < M ~ ea M/IogN ~ r s  working in ImaUd 
Let (uj, ut) be the edge represented in array position £A[i]. 
5 I f j  >0tSm 
6 no  < vD-  q[k] < M den 
UEA[Vrj- t] [k]] sto  
7 Relurn Value [~ *- Imp 
s Else 
9 Rertcn Value [~ *- fahe 
10 Else 
II Return Value [Q ... false 
12 Else 
13 Retain Value[q ~ true 
14 Return A~o Ret~o'a I,'alue[q 
7. Algorithm 3determines whether a transitively, closed graph G is an interval 
order. It runs on priority CRCW PRAM in O0ogN) expected time using 
O[(N + bO]logN ) processors and O(N 2) space. 
Proof. Algorithm 3simulates Algorithm 1. The bound on the number of processors 
and the space follows directly from Theorem 6. [=1 
3,4. A constant, time algorithm 
The topological sort of step I of Algorithm I would seemingly imit the running 
time of a parallel algorithm to O(logN). In fact, we can create an algorithm which 
runs in constant time+ 
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Fi B, 5. An adjac~n~/-matrix da;a structure ofdin graph represemed hi Fig, 2(a~. This da~ slmcture isu~ 
by Algorilhms 4and 6. became it aliov~ us io tier, ermine in ~xmstam :;.-r,,~ 'F~ ,~',, ~ ~ ~ ~ !~ graph, 
Tke outdegrees of the nodes are abe stored, 
As in the algorithm of [16], we use an adjacency.matrix structure. Let 
uo, ut .... , u, .  j • V be the nodes of graph G -- ( V, E), with the indices chosen arbitrar- 
ily. Then adjacency matrix U for grapt.' G is defined as follows: 
U~_{ I  if (u~,uj)e.E, 
otherwise. (3) 
Using this structure, we can test whether a given edge is in graph G in constant time. 
We also store the out.-degrees of the nodes (see Fig. 5), We use the following 
topological order:. 
~either d+(ui) > d*(uj) 
ui < uj [or  d* (u~) -. d+ (uj) and i< j .  (4) 
Two subtle points allow us to create the constant-time algorithm. First, in fact, we do 
not need to sort the nodes. Instead, for each node, u~, we only need to determine its 
immediate successor in a topological order. Second, we choose to design an algorithm 
for priority CRCW PRAM. Now, given a set ofdistinct integers do,dl,dz ..... between 
0 and N, we can find the minimum in constant time with N processors. We ch3ose one 
memory location. For each i, processor p~ writes value d~ to the memory location. 
Because of the CREW priority model, the value which is written to the memory 
location is the value written by the smallest processor, therefore the smallest d~. (Of 
course, our algorithm is more complicated, since our d;s are not aH distinct.) 
The algorithm maintains the following variables (see Figs. 6 and 7): 
heel Return Value 
int array Deg£xist [0, .... N - 1] 
int array Deg Next [0, .... N - I] 
int array Next Node [0, .... N - 1] 
int array U[0 ,  . . . .  N - 1 ] [0 ,  . . . .  N - 1]. 
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FJI~ 6. Thedatt mwqul~  by AISccithm 4, illost~ted with the fpr~ph rep~te~ ill FiB. 2(8), Vat~bt~ 
DNNext, IJ~lF.x~, NexINo~  pm~h~d as 15¢y would be ~llcutated in Ali~cithm 4. 
A 
A ! 
Fi& 7~ TI~ data ~trucmre whkh var;abks Deg~ext, ~plfxlst, NextNM¢ of AIi;otithm 4 implicitly 
tt'pre~t, illm~led with the ~aph from Fi& 2(a). TI~,~ tOpOIO~eal order calculated is u~,ut,U~,uZ, 
The str~',ture l)eg£xist is used to determine in constant time whether there exists 
a node with outdegree i for 0 ~ i < N: 
otherw~. (5) 
DegNext acts like an array of pointers to array elements of DegExist. We denote the 
NIL pointer by A, which can be represented in the machine by any integ~ not in 
[0,N)~ l~egNext is a struetvxe used to determine in constant time the next smallest 
outdey3~e which exists in ~e graph - that is 
VegNe.,~t[Q = ~m~j  se~h that ~,eOEx~U] = I and j < i, 
otherwise. (6) 
For each i such that DegEx/st I ] = O, NextNode[Q = A, Otherwise, NextNode[i] is 
j where u~ is the immediate successor f u~ in the topological sort defined in Eq. (4). 
That is, if there xists a j such that d + (ul) ~ d + (u 1) and i < j then 
Ne.xtNode[Q = mini such that d+(u~) = d+(u~) and i <j. (7) 
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Otherwise, 
NextNode[fj =mini such that d ÷ (uj) = DegNexr[d ~ (ul)]. 
Matrix U b the adjacenfy matrix described in Eq. (3), 
(8} 
A n  lgotMtm 4 (Adjacer,~ matrix implementation) t~ A transitively.dosed graphG reproented in adja~n~y-matrix form and the 
outd~ of the nodes. 
Ouq~t: Variable Return Value is true if G is an interval order and false if not. 
{Implementation of Step I of Algorithm 1} {Initialize arrays...} 
I For alll 0 ~ j < N In parallel ~ on pro¢(/) 
2 DegExta[j],~. 0
3 DegNest[]] ,- A 
4 N~tNodeL/] ~- A 
{ConstrUCt DegExist .,. } 
For all 0 ~ j < N In parallel de on prcg(j} 
6 Deo£xlst[d*(us)] ,- I {Concurrent write (CW) but same value written} 
{Co~truct DegNext ... } 
7 For all 0 ~ i,j < N ~ pagaHel do on proc ( i ,N + n- -  l - - j )  
8 i t  DegExist[i] ~. t then 
9 If DegExist [ j ]  -- I sad j < i then 
10 DegNext[fl , - j  {CW. Largest/will be written} 
{Construct Ne.,aNode.. } 
11 For all 0 ~ i,j < N in paralld o on proc ( i ,N + j) 
12 if OegNext[~ d + (u~) then 
13 NextNode[i] ~-j {CW. Smallest j will be written} 
t4 E~ if d+ (u~) = d* (u~) ma ) > ~ t~ 
15 NextNo,~e[i] ,-. j {CW. Smallest j will be written} 
{Implementation of Step 2 of Algorithm 1} 
16 Return Value ,-tree 
17 For all 0 ~< i,j < N in parallel do on proc(i,N + j) 
18 if U[ i ] [ j ]  = 0 and U[NextNode[~[j] = 1 them 
19 Return Value ~- false {CW but same value written} 
Theorem & Algorithm 4 determines whether graph G is an interca! order. It runs in 
constant time on O(N 2) processors using O(N = ) space. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Algorithm 4 is an implmuentation of Algorithm I.
Steps 1-15 of Algorithm 4execute step I of Algorithm 1. Note that he maximum of 
Eq, (6) and the minima of Eqs, (7) and (8) are computed implicitly because of the 
priority CRCW PRAM model: The desired extrema isalways written by the processor 
with the smallest index. That steps 1~19 of Algorithm 4execute step 2 of Algorithm 
1 follows directly from the definition of adjacency matrices, Eq. (3). There are 
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a constant number of steps to execute - hence the constant time bound. The 
processors escd in Algorithm 4 are uniqueb indexed from 0 to N ~-  i - hence 
4. l~ra~ aUerahms for ~ bteml represem~ms 
4.1. Properties of interral represenmtions 
In the following section, we provide algorithms which determine a corresponding 
set of intervals given an interval order, First, however, we must develop some 
machinery necessary to understand the algorithms. 
We assume that intervals are ofinteger lengths, and that they are closed at the lower 
end of the interval and open at the upper end of the interval. The algorithms will 
generate interval representations with intervals lying within the range [0. N). 
Let uo, ut,.. . ,u,-I  e Vbe the noda. of graph G ~ (V,E) in arbitrary order. We 
t~-present the interval corresponding to each node by storinl~ the endpoints of the 
inter~l. Then Upper[u~] is the open upper endpoint of interval I., and Lower [uj] is 
the closed lower endpoint of interval !,,. 
P ropos~ 3. Let G-~(V,E) be an imervat order. Let Upper[O,l ..... n -  1] be 
a corresponding set ofinteger inte~al upper endpoints for nodes Uo,Uz ..... u.- ~ of an 
interval order, Then, 
1. Upper[u,] -- Upper[uj] ~, d+ (u,) ~ d+ (u~). 
2. d ÷ (u,) > d ÷ (ui) ~. Upper[u,] < Upper[uj]. 
4. Suppose th~a inte#er array Upper [0,1 ..... n ~ 1] satisfies tatements 
I and 2 of Propesition 3 for interval order G ~- (IF, E). Let 
Lower[all -- ~mino ~j < s(Upper[uj]) -- I if Pred(ul) = O, 
(maxo~j  < ~(Upper[uj]) S#Ch that u:~ Pred(ui) otherwise. 
Then, Lmt, er and Upper form an interval representation fG with intervals I., open at 
Upper[u,] and closed at l.ower[uJ. 
Proof. It is necessary to prove that 
Vi, j[(U,,u~)~ E] ~ Up~,r[Q ~ Lower[j]. 
(~ ' )  Suppose that (u,,aj) eE. By the definition of Lower[j], 
Vppertuj] ~ ~wer[ui]. 
( .¢~ ) Suppose that (uj. uj) ~ E. If Pred(uj) = 0 then by the definition of Lower [uj], 
Lower[u~] < Upper[u~], for all k. Therefore, Upper[u~] ~ Lower[uj]. Otherwise, 
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by the definition of Lo.,er [uj]. Lower [uj] = Upper[u~] where u~ is predecessor of u~ 
with maximum Upper[u,]. Since (uk, ul)e E and (ut, u~)¢ E by the equivalence of
statments l and 3 of  Theorem I, d+(u,)< d÷(uO. By Proposition 3, 
It is also n~ry  to dmonstrate hat all the intervals arc at least of length l: If u, 
hUlnosuccesso~t~bythedefinit ion ofLower. Vj, Lower[u,] < Upperguj] this 
condition is true in particular for the case of u,. Otherwise, consider all p red~rs  u~ 
of u~. By Proposition 3, Upper[u~] < Upper[ui]. Therefore ali intervals age at least of 
length 1. C3 
We can relate the above properties to the set of maximal antichains of G. Let 
MA(G) be the set ofmasimal antJehainsin graph G, and let I MA(631 be the size of this 
set, 
Theorem9. Consider an intervat represemation df o wfth intervals of integee i n~hs. The 
smallest possible interval denoted Rng{G) which entirely contains Ja is of length greater 
than or equal to !MA(G)I. There xists an interval representation where Rng(G) is of 
length IMA(G)[. 
Proof. We generate a set of antichaius from an interval representation f G in the 
following manner:. Consider the values I such that I = Lower [uj], for each u,. For each 
distinct value of ! we can generate an antichain so that 
u~eAt(G) if and only if le  I,,. 
Clearly, all maximal antichains must be in this set of antichains. Therefore, tbe~e must 
be at least [MA(G)I different values for I and each interval is at least of length one. 
If we number the maximal antiehains of G according to Theorem 1. statement 5,
AMt (G), AM2(G), AM~(G), ...,we can immediately find an interval representation 
such that Rno(G) ~ I MA (G)I. We let Upper[u,] equal the index of the last antichain 
which contains u, and we let Lower[u~] equal one less than the index of the first 
antichain which contains uv E1 
Let MA (G) be the set of maximal antichains in graph G. We define the measure of 
compactness of an arbitrary interval representation with interval endpoints i
max (Upper[~)-  min (Lower[i])]/lMA(G,,. 
O~I<N O~t<N 
Proposition S, Let L~ be the number of distinct outdeorees in G = ( V. E~ Let J~ be an 
integer interval representation of G. Let C(J~) be the cmnpaaness of interval repres- 
entation J~. Then, L~ ~ C(Ja)IMA(G)I. 
Proof. Th~ proof f~lows directly from Proposition 3~ CI 
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Vq~ 8, The ~p~ inteml teptt~tatio~ f the graph n:pre~en~l in Fi& ~b~ This t'epresentation is 
generated by AIl~ithm ~. 
~ f~ Let Upper[i] be the number of distinct outdeorees ofnodes in G that are 
less than or equal to d* (u~ Let Lower[t] be defined according to ProposUlon 4. Arrays 
Lower and Upper form tb.¢ most compact fnter~al representation f O. 
INeoK The proof follows di~'tly from Propositions 4 and 3. E~ 
4.2. Al~rithms /or finding the nmst compact interval representations 
Proposition 6 suggests an algorithm which finds it~terva| representations f interval 
orders (see Fig. 8). The algorithm aintains the following variables: 
intanay Upper[O,-.,N~-. 1]
im array Lm~,erEO,,..,N - 13 
immmyNew [0. .... N -  t] 
and uses an edge-array data stru~re. 
Array elements Upfer[i] and Lower[i] define the open upper and closed lower 
endpoints ofinterval I,,. The array New determines whether or  not u~ is the first node 
in the topological order with outdegree d" ~u~):. 
New[i]~ I 0 otherwise.if d+(~)~d+(ui.l), 
We greatly ~ttefit from defining New in this manner because the partial sum of New 
is, in fact, Upper, as it is defined in Proposition 6: 
i 
Upper[i] ~- E New[j]. 
$=e 
The array Lower is defined a~ord~ng to Proposition 4. 
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A go ann S 
Input: An interval order G = (V,E) represented in edge-array or adjacency-matrix 
fo , 
Output: The most compact interval representation f G. Upper[Q and Lower[i] are 
the open upper and c l~  lower endpoints of I.,. 
Preprocessfng: Sort the nodes in V by descending outdegree. Let uo, us .... , UN- t be the 
nodes in the corresponding topological order. Sort the edges of array EA by ascending 
index of the second component ofeach couple. 
i Fer silO ~; i < N - 1 In parallel do 
2 Ifd+(ui+t) ~ d +(ul) then 
3  ewti + 11 ,- 0 
4 lg~ 
S New[i + l] ~- I 
6 New[O] ~ 1 
7 Upper[Q *.- E~.oNew[)] 
8 For all 0 ~ i .~ ,~ in psralld do 
9 lower[i] *,. 0 
I0 For all 0 ~ i < N in parallel do 
11 Lower[Q ~ maxsl.j~l,.a~,,,~(Up~r[us]) 
Theorem I0, Algorithm 5determines the most compact interval representation fG, It 
runs on EREW PRAM in O(IogN) time with O(N + M) processors and O(N + M) 
space if the [4] sorting procedure is used. It runs optimally on CRCW PRAM in 
O(IogN) expected time with O((N + M)/logN) processors and O(N z) space if the 
[16] sorting procedure is used. 
Proof. Steps !-7 explicitly calculate Upper according to Proposition 6. Steps 8-11 
explicitly calculate Lower according to Proposition 4. 
Note that all the operations {partial sums and maximums) except for the prepro- 
¢essing can be computed optimally in O(logN) time with O((N + M)/Iog N) proces- 
sors and O(N + M) space, It is therefore only necessary to choose asorting procedure 
for the preprocessin8. 
Corollary 1. If, as input, we are provided the indeorees and the outdeorees of each node, 
we can determine the most compact representation more e~ciently. On EREW PRAM 
we can determine the most compact representation in ame O(Iog N) with O(N) proces- 
sors if the [4] sorting procedure isused, On priority CRCW PRAM we can determine 
the most compact representation in expected time O(Iog N) wqth O( N /Iog N) processors 
if the [18] sorting procedure isused. 
Proof. Steps 1-7 cak~olate Upper[ul] to be the number of distinct out-degrees less 
than or equal to d + (u,). Since the representation is compact, we can also ~lcolate 
Lower[ui] to be the number of distinct indegrees less than d" (u~). We need not even 
store and read the edges. [:1 
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Fig. 9. A nomannimct internd retges~taticm ofthe graph represented in Fig 2& This t~r~q~tation is 
~memted by Atgotitlnn S.
43. A conffant-time algorithm 
lfcompact interval t~resentation is ot required, and if priority CRCYW PRAM is 
available, then there xists an algorithm which runs in constant time (see Fig. 9). As 
before, the processors are numbered, and concurrent write conflie, sare resolved by 
having the processor with the .¢mallest index write its value. Our algorithm relies 
heavily on the following proposition. 
7. Let G = { IF, E) be an interval order. There exists an interval representa- 
tion of G such that Upiz, r[uj] = N - d+{uj)~for all all i. 
Proof, The proof ollows din:oily from Propositions 3 and 4. 
The algorithm aintains the following variables: 
im army CalcMin[O. ... iV - 1] 
tM an~y s [o ,  .... N -  q [0 ,  .... N -  q .  
away O[o, .... ~v-  q[O, .... N -  q .  
anay "Jpper[0, .... N -  l ]  
iatatmy ~wer[0, .... N -  I] 
The arrays CalcMin and B are defined so that we can take the maximum and 
minimum of Proposition 4 in constant time using the priority CRCW PRAM model. 
The strategy isalways the same: Assign the right ask to the right processor. We want 
the smallest value to be written by the smallest processor when a minimum isdesired 
and the largest value to be written by the smallest processor when a maximum is
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desired. The array ealcMtn is defined as follows: 
fl if suoh ,hat vpperc,l 
CaIeMinD] lo otherwise. 
The matrix B is defined as follows: 
B[(][ j ]  = { /  ifotherwise.~k such that ut ¢ Pred(uJ and:  ~. Upfer[k], 
Matrix U is the ad~ceney matrix de~-ibed in Eq. (3)~ Arrays Upper and Lower are 
defined according to Proposition 7 and Proposition 4, respectively. 
AIpHe  ,6 
lnpue An interval order G ~ (g, £) represen.ted :~n adjacency-matrix form. Nodes 
Uo, U~,...,u,. t ¢ V are not necessarily topologically sorted. 
Output: An interval representation f G. Upper[i] and Lower[/] are the open upper 
and closed lower endpoints zf I,~,. 
I For all 0 ~ i < N in pamlle| do on proc(O 
2 Upper[fJ ~ N - d ÷ (uJ {AssiSned according to Proposition 7.} 
3 CalcMin[.~ ~ 0 
4 For all 0 ~ t < N in parallel do on proc(0 
5 CalcMin[Upper[Q] ~- l {CW but same value wilI be written.} 
6 For all 0 ~ i < N in parallel do on proe(O 
7 If CaleMtn[ . i ]  ~ ! then 
8 Min .- i {CW, Smallest value of i will be written,} 
9 For all 0 ~ i < N in parallel do on proc(O 
10 Lower[Q ~ Min - 1 
11 For all 0 ~< i,j < Ninlmfalleldoenprocff.N +j) 
12 BUQ[ j ]~0 
13 For all 0 ~< i,k < N in parallel do on proc(i. N + k) 
14 wf V k [i] = 1 
15 B[i] [UpperEQ] ~ l {CW but same value ~ill be written.} 
16 For all0 ~< i,j < N in lmrallel do en proc(i* N + N- j - I )  
17 I fB [Q[ j ]=  1 then 
18 Lowe~[i] *-- j {CW. Largest value of j will be written.} 
Theorem 11. Algorithm 6determines an interoal representation f G. It runs in constant 
tiP~e on O(N 2) processors using O(N 2) space. 
Proof. Note that he maximum and minimum of Proposition 7 is computed implicitly 
in steps 8 and 18 because of the priority CRCW PRAM model: The desired extrema is
always written by the pr~essor with the smallest index. There are a constant number 
of steps to execute- hence the constant time bound. The processors u ed in Algo~thm 
6 are uniquely indexed from 0 to N 2 - I - hence the O(N 2) bound on the number of 
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proc~aoty,. All arrays uu~i n the algorithm ha~e constant.size array dements and 
there are O(N 2) array elements - hence the O(N ~) space bound. E3 
Notice that Algorithms 2 and $ are composed of several sorting and partial sum 
routines. Because sorting algorithms and partial sum algorithms have been studied 
intensively on many distributed,memory architectures, it is a relatively small step to 
write a distributed-memory algorithms for recognizing and representing interval 
orders. 
Consider a hypetguhe architecture. The sorting procedure for hyper.cube with the 
best complexity, proposed by Cypher and Plaxton [5], runs in time 
O0ogN(loglogN) 2 on O(N) processors, The partial sum algorithm for hypereube 
introduced by Nassimi and Sahni [i5] runs optimally in time O(Io8 N). Therefore, on 
a hypetcube we can implement Algorithms 2 and 5 to run in time 
O(Iog N(loglogN) 2) on O(N) processors, 
On a O(v/N) by 0 (~)  mesh if proc~sors, sorting procedures with the best 
complexity - for example, the rotate sort of Gafni and Marberg [13] or the bitonic 
sort of Batcher [2] - run optimally in time O(~) .  A partial sum also runs optimally 
in O(V/'N). Therefore, ot~ a O(v/N) by O(V~N) mesh of processors we can implement 
Algorithms 2 and 5 optimally in time O(V/N). 
6. Future ~rch  
In this paper we have proposed PRAM and distributed-memory algorithms for 
recognizing and representing interval orders. This work strongly motivates work on 
several open problems. Noting that our algorithms only accept ransitively-closed 
directed acy~lic graphs as input, and we will try to develop aparallel algorithm which 
accepts a nomransitively closed directed acyclic graphs as input, which does not 
require the transitive closure. Such an algorithm could permit a more efficient 
representation of orders. Another open problem is the following: Can one apply the 
ideas introduced in this paper to construct algorithms on other classes of orders? 
Finally, and more generally, can one determine which classical algorithms on orders 
are easily parallelizable? 
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